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Abstract - In this paper, we present a framework of 
calibrating an electromagnetic backer (Northern Digital's Aurora) 
using an accurate optical tracker (the Optohak system, also from 
Notthem Digital). First, registration methods for these two 
navigation systems are developed. Sub millineter accuracy 
registration is achieved for both m s .  We also address the latency 
between the two different trackers. The registdon accuracy for 
dynamic acquired data is greatly improved after we compensate for 
the tracker latency. In our calibration pproach, we sample the 
measurement field of the Aurora and compute the position and 
orientation emr  using the Optohak measurements and previously 
computed registration results as "ground truth". Then we 
approximate the ermr field using Bemstein Polynanials. Another 
comparative technique we use is to decompose the error space 
using KD tree, and then approximate each atomic cell with local 
intelpolation. Experimental results show significant improvement 
in tracking accuracy for both position and orientation. Finally we 
discuss our future directions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

3D Surgical navigation, which is essentially hacking the 
position and orientation of surgical instruments during 
operation, is an integral component subsystem in image- 
guided surgery. The patial information provided by the 
tracking device, afier registered with imaging system, can 
provide guidance for manipulations such as needle 
penetration or endoscopes insertion [I]. 

Mechanical and optical trackers have been used 
extensively in computer assisted intervention applications. 
However they can often be cumbersome and obtrusive in 
clinical environment. Electromagnetic navigation systems, 
such as Northem Digital's Aurora are becoming increasingly 
popular in Minimal Invasive Surgery because they are 
lightweight, inexpensive and they don't have line+f+ight 
restrictions. The Aurora (Figure 4) consists of a base unit 
roughly the size of a volleyball and multiple small position 
sensors (Figure I). The small size of Aurora's 5 DOF sensors 
(0.8" by 8") makes them ideal to be built into customized 
surgical instruments. Pairs of these sensors have also been 
combined to produce 6 DOF position and orientation 
sensors (Figure 1 on the right) manufactured by Traxtal 
Technologies [Z]. Magnetic trackers are suitable for clinical 
applications where fixed landmarks are hard to find, such as 
needle tracking in spine surgery, needle placement in liver 
RF ablation, they can also be used for real-time tracking of 
tumors, catheters and endoscopes [3-51. 

One big disadvantage of almost all electromagnetic 
trackers is that the measurements can often degraded by 
magnetic field distortion caused by environmental metals 
and electronic equipments. In the past, most magnetic 
tracker calibration research has been done in the virtual 
reality research community 161. Most of the approaches can 
be divided into two categories: local interpolation [7-12] and 
polynomial fit [7, 13, 141, local interpolation is faster in 

Figure 1. SDOF sensor (left) and 6DOF sensor (right) 

computation, whereas polynomial fit have better overall 
error correction quality [6]. In order to calibrate the 
measurement distortion of magnetic tracker, a measuring 
device with high accuracy is usually necessary. In the past, 
researchers have been using 2D grids on the floor as 
referencing measurement, however, the data acquisition 
process can be tedious, and the accuracy could be hard to 
guarantee. Our method uses a 3D optical navigation system 
as a reference standard. It is quick and versatile. Further, 
although we describe it for a particular pair of navigational 
trackers, it is readily adapted to other 6D measurement 
systems. 

11. APPROACH 

A. Apparatus and Calibration Process 

t 
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Our approach uses a specially constructed calibration 
body to which both Aurora magnetic sensors and infrared 
light emitting diodes (IREDs) are attached. The 3D 
positions of the IREDs are measured in real time to an 
accuracy of 0.1 mm by a Northern Digital Optotrak system. 
Additional IREDs are attached to the Aurora base, and 
standard Optotrak utilities are used to associate coordinate 
systems with IREDs on the calibration body and the Aurora 
base and to determine the transformation between these 
coordinate frames. Similarly, the Aurora has standard 
software both for determining the coordinate transformation 
of a 6DOF Aurora sensor relative to the base or for 
determining 3D position and axis direction for a SDOF 
sensor. The current paper will focus on calibration using the 
6DOF Aurora sensors 

The calibration process (Figure 2) consists of three major 
steps: a) Optotrak-to-Aurora registration, b) Aurora error 
field construction and c) error correction and validation. 
Once the Aurora coordinate system is carefully registered to 
Optotrak coordinate system, we view this relationship as 
well as the Optotrak measurements as our "ground truth", 
thus we are able to compute Aurora measurement error in 
space accurately. The good repeatability of the Aurora 
measurements will enable us to correct the error space by 
sampling and approximation 

In each step, we acquire multiple samples of data, in 
which each sample k consists of FOG), the transformation 
of the body IRED coordinate system with respect to the 
Aurora base R E D S  and one or more values &(i, k), 
representing the 6DOF position and orientation of the 
Aurora sensor with respect to the Aurora base: 

S w W  )= IFm (k),F, (1, k),.-, F, (l,NA 11 

where N,  is the number of Aurora sensors on the body. 

B. Coordinate System Registration 

The purpose of this step is to determine the coordinate 
transformation between the coordinate system associated 
with the Aurora sensors on the calibration body and that 
associated with the IREDs. The coordinate system 
relationships are shown in Figure 3. Our goal is to determine 
both a) the transformation, BW , between the IREDs on the 
Aurora base and the "base" coordinate system with respect 
to which the Aurora sensors are measured and b) the 
transformations F,(i) between the body IRED coordinate 
system and the individual Aurora sensors. The relationship 
between frames is given by 

FA F, fi , k) = F,,fk) F,fO (1) 

The calibration process is as follows. 

Step 1: Gather data. Acquire samples of data from 
Np different poses of the calibration body. 

Step 2: System simplification. Define 

F,(i,k) =F,(i.k) Fm(i.OJ' (2) 
F,,(k) = F,,fk)F&)~' (3) 

Alter simplification, we have 

FA F , ( i , k ) = F , ( W ,  (4) 

R,(k) =RA-'&(i,k)RA (5 )  

We can derive 

Step 3: Find an initial estimation Lo for RA 
R , ( k )  and R,(k)can be expressed as: 

R , ( k )  = Ror(? (k ) ,B(k ) )  (6, 
R,(k) = Rof(P(k),b'(k)) (7) 

q ( k )  = R,?(k)  (8) 

cp(k) = W )  (9) 

We have 

The constraint in equation (9) provides a way to compute 
the weighting coefficients for q (k )  and f ( k ) .  i.e., 

4W d(k )  = 
(10) 

where p is a weighting coefficient that can be tuned for 
faster convergence, and we have 

ij'(k) = R,F'(k) (12) 

An initial estimation Ik' o f  RA can be computed from 
Combined Aumra-Optotrak Rigid 

__-- -----------_ 

m li / \ 

i 

Figure 3. Registration of Optotrak and Aurora coordinates 
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equation (12) using Hom's quatemion method for point R 7  =(&*)-'R, =Rorb , , s i . - 'b , I )  (23) 

s, = p ,  -pt* (24) 
cloud registration [15]. 

4 Find 
equation (I) ,  we have 

value Of FA by iteration. From Here, the rotation error is represented by a 3D vector p! , 
where the direction and norm of p; are the rotation axis and 

the rotation angle of E" respectively. The advantage this 
representation is that it is minimal and has no singularities. 

D. Kd Tree and Local Interpolation 

RA&(i,k)+pA=RD(k)?, +e(*) (13) 

Substituting 

RA =R,'(I -s!w@)) 

into (13)gives 

(R&)-I )PA +RA'ska@Ji,k))& = R , " ~ ~ ( i , k ) - F b ( k ) ( l 4 )  

Taking p.,O from the previous step as the initial value for 
RA"' comoute 5. and B usine conventional least sauares 

Position error and orientation error can both be 
expressed as 3D vectors; this enables us to apply the same 
error space characterization techniques to both components. 
In the following discussion, without distinguishing position 
errorand orientation error, we refer to both of them as error 
vector B.  ." - 

methods. Then update &"'with One way to characterize a multidimensional space is to 
decomoose the soace into small cells usine KD trees. KD 

I 

RAw t R,"Rot,,(cT) (15) tree decomposition is a classical method in computer 
science. The problem can be described as: given a set of n 
points in k dimensions contained in a bounding box, 
hierarchically decompose the bounding box into smaller 

and iterate until < E , a predefined small value. 

Step 5:  Compute Fa(i) 
Rearranging equation (I), we have 

For W' FA = FB 6.  k)A (16) 

Define 

F,,W'F, =(R, (*),8(*)) (17) 
and Fm(i,k)-' =(R2(i,k),P2(i ,k))  (18) 

p , ( k )  = FB(i)G ( i ,k )  (19) 

Then we have 

Fe(i) can be estimated using Horn's quaternion point cloud 
registration method [15]. 

C. Aurora Measurement Error Representation 

Given a 6D measurement h e  from the Aurora 

boxes so that a predefined stopping criterion is met. 
Stopping criteria can include the number of points in the 
cell, an approximation residual error threshold etc. The goal 
is to enhance computation efficiency and reduce the 
approximation residual. The parameters for the stopping 
criteria depends on what techniques are used for space 
approximation, for linear approximation, the KD tree need 
many levels to achieve the desired performance, as the order 
of the approximation polynomials increases, the tree can be 
smaller. 

Given an atomic cell defined by its lower bound (X&, 
Ymin, L) and Upper Bound (X-, Yma4 Lax), and the cell 
contains n error vectors = (a.i, 3.6 ai) at position 

F ( j )  =(x, yi, 4) for i=l ton, and we have: 

4 =(4,i?) (20) 
matrix Gn can be estimated using least squares method. 

where R, is the orientation component and 8, is the 
position vector. The corresponding assumed "ground truth 
.~ 

Thus, for position error, with this approximation approach, 
we first construct a KD tree using the calibration data 
points, then given an Aurora position vector t , we can 

LI 
search the KD tree to find the atomic cell containing the data 

4-=(4*,fi:) (21) point, and compute then error approximation using equation 
(26), this gives US position error estimation function 
gk  (p,). similarly we can construct an orientation error 

approximation function (e) .  
E. E m  Space Approximation Using Polynomial Fit 

We define the error associated with F, as 

E, = (ET4 = (57, c 1- G,, 6 1 (22) 

where 
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Another commonly used technique in approximation is 
polynomial fit. Suppose we have n calibration data pints ,  
for each point q. = ( x j , y j , z j )  , the error vector is 

E i = ( a j , e y j , a i )  , first we compute the normalized 

coordinates (Yj,yj,ZJ for each point, 

(27) Yt-Y, ,  z,- z<-z,, Pi - f - xi -x,, 
x* -x- Y* - Y -  2, -2- 

For reasons of numerical stability we use the Bemstein 
polynomials of degree N as basis functions. 

The goal is to find coefficients ( ~ + l ) ’  number of coefficients 
cjU satisfying 

This is easily done with ordinary least squares methods. 

Ill. EXPERIMENT SETW 

Data acquisition is a critical step in the tracker 
calibration process. A good experiment setup should have 
minimal effects on the tracker electromagnetic field to he 
calibrated. And because of the large amount of data needed 
for the registration and error field construction, the data 
acquisition process should also be relatively efficient. 

Our experimental appamms include a Northem Digital 
Optotrak 3020, a plastic Leg0 robot (Figure 4) that can move 
semi-statically within the desired calibration space and a 
combined rigid body attached with 6 Optotrak IRED markers 
and one 6D Aurora dynamic reference body. The Optotrak 
3020 is a nowontact optical tracker consisting three CCD 
cameras and a control unit that interfaces with a PC, it can 
track the position of IRED markers with RMS error 0.lmm 
[W. 

Although 3 REDS is enough to permit 6D tracking of 
the calibration body by the Optotrak, we typically use 46 

IREDs for redundance. The 6D Aurora dynamic reference 
body is also rigidly attached to the rigid object. The Lego 
robot has three DOF translations in x, y. z direction. Its sole 
usage is to place the combined rigid body in closetto-grid 
panem within the working volume of Aurora tracker, thus 
allow the simultaneous acquisition of Optotrak data and 
Aurora data. 

A. Environmental Disturbance Assessment 

Potential environmental disturbances include 
electronic equipment such as the PC, Optotrak and control 
units for Aurora and Optotrak. Following Northem Digital’ s 
guideline, this equipment was kept at least one meter from 
the Aurora base unit. Another potential source of 
disturbance was the current used to flash the Optotrak IRED 
markers during tracking. Experiments showed that when the 
Aurora sensor closer than 2-3mm to an IRED marker wire, 
the induced measurement noise could be as large as Imm. In 
our experimental settings, we maintain at least lOmm 
distance between the Optotrak marker wires and Aurora 
sensors, and we were able to control the noise to helow 
0.l“. 

B. Dynamic vs. Semi-static Data Acquisition 

The registration and calibration approaches discussed 
above assume for each sample, data measurements from 
Aurora and Optotrak correspond to the exact same pose of 
the calibration body. This is true when the rigid object is 
static, hut it may not necessarily be true when the object is 
moving. Latency between tracker and reality has been 
reported before 191, in this case, we are actually interested in 
the latency between the two different trackers, which has 
not been characterized by the manufacturer. We did several 
experiments to study the latency between the two systems. 
The basic idea is to find the delay that minimizes the 
registration error developed n our registration process by 
iterating. Using this protocol, we found the Aurora data 
constantly lagged behind the Optotrak data for around 80 
milliseconds, and this delay was not dependent on the 
spatial and temporal variation of the movements. A more 
sophisticated version of this process would actually 
compute the time delay using standard signal processing 
techniques, but this was quick and adequate for our 
purpose. We subsequently automated the process in our 
registration step. 

Iv.REsuLTs 

A. Registration Result 

For the registration, we use two methods to acquire 
data. The first one is placing the combined rigid boy at 
different poses statically, and read from Optotrak and 
Aurora. Another way is to sweep the rigid body throughout 
the Aurora measurement volume and read continually from 
Optotrak and Aurora. The first method is more time- 

Figure 4.Aurora tracker and data acquisition robot 
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consuming, however, it guarantees that there is no 
discrepancy between the Aurora data and Optotrak data. 
For the dynamically acquired data, we also compared the 
results of registration with latency compensation and 
without latency compensation. We evaluate the registration 
by the average of absolute values of position residual error, 
which is computed as: 

(31) 

for each Aurora measurement Fm(k) and corresponding 
Optotrak measurement F o e ) ,  where Pug and FB”’(i) are 
registration result for FA and Fd respectively. 

Eight mals were performed for both dynamic 
registration and static registration. For each dynamic 
registration, a total of 1000 pose data were gathered. For 
each static registration trial, a total of 30 pose data were 
gathered. The results show that our latency compensation 
approach significantly improves the registration accuracy 
for dynamically acquired data, the resulting residuals are 
only slightly worse than the static approach (approximately 
0.1” in each coordinate). This means the data acquisition 
process can be substantially simplified using dynamic data 
acquisition. 

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF REGISTRATION RESIDUAL 
ERRORS FOR DEFERENT APPROACHES 

2.61m 4.15mm 
0.51mm 0.85mm 0.93mm 

3 
R n 43” 0 h5mm 

I%: Average residual of dynamic regismtion wlo latency 
compensation 
&Average residual of dynamic registration with latency 
compensation 
’SC Average residual of static registration 

B. Calibration Result 

We calibrated a cubic volume with side length around 
200”  in front of the Aurora field generator. W first 
collected a calibration data set of size 1500 in the volume. 
Optotrak data and registration results from section 4.1 are 
used as’“ground truth” to compute both position error 
vector and orientation error vector for each Aurora 
measurement as in equation (30), these error vectors are 
then used to construct the position error estimation function 
E+!) as well as orientation error estimation function 

=(E) using local interpolation in sation 2.4 and Bemstein 

Polynomial fit in section 2.5. 
In order to evaluate and compare different calibration 

methods, we collect a verification data set of 1064 data 

points in the calibrated volume. For each measurement frame 
4 = ( 4 , ~ ~ )  we correct the Aurora measurement by using 
the following equation: 

where 

The Aurora residual error after correction can be computed 
Bs 

F: = ~ : ~ F ; ’ = ( & - , E , ) = ( P , , € , )  (34) 

where 4’ = (R;, p;) is the “ground truth” measurement 

computed from Optotrak data. 

F,‘ =((FA.a)-’*Fo,(i)*F,.a) (35) 

Table 2 shows the average magnitude of position 
residual error vectors and orientation vectors of the 
verification data. It can be seen that as  the polynomial order 
increases, the residual errors decrease for polynomial order 
smaller than 4, as the polynomial order continues to 
increase, the residual errors hold steady, which basically 
reflects the static noise level of the Aurora measurements. 
The KD tree calibration approach has approximately the 
same performance as the third order Bemstein polynomial 
f i t  

TABLE 11. COMPARISON OF CALIBRATION RESIDUAL 
ERRORS FOR DIFFERENT APPROACHES 

I I Method I Original I Corrected I Improve I 

‘Method A 2” order Bsmstein polynomial fit 
‘Method B: 3‘ order Bemslein polynomial fit 
lMethod C: 4O order Bemslein polynomial fit 
‘Method D 5’ order Bemstein polynomial kit 
’Method E KD tree space decomposition + local linear interpolation 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RlTuRE DIRECTIONS 
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The experimental results show that the distortion of 
magnetic trackers can he greatly reduced using our 
calibration methods. The polynomial fit method yields more 
accurate results than KD tree local interpolation and gives 
an efficient closed-form runtime calculation, altough it 
requires more laborious precomputation. The experiments 
also confirm that the magnetic field distortion can he 
characterized by fourth order polynomials. We have tested 
our methods on an Aurora magnetic tracker. However, the 
approach can be easily extended to other 6DOF sensors. 

One important issue in tracker calibration is how to 
resolve the dependence of tracker error on orientation, 
which has often been ignored by past research efforts. To 
fully characterize this dependence, a 6D function will he 
needed for 6D sensors, which is impractical due to the 
requirement of large amount of sample data. We are 
currently working on a new approach to calibrate 5D Aurora 
raw sensors. By attaching multiple pre -characterized sensors 
pointing to different directions to the combined rigid body, 
we can obtained data in multiple orientation by one run of 
data collection. Thus for a sensor pointing towards arbitrary 
direction, we can estimate its error vectors by interpolating 
precbaracterized error spaces corresponding to close by 
orientation vectors. Our preliminary results indicate that 
position error can be reduced to within I m ,  and orientation 
to within 0.5 degrees. 

Our experiments were carried out in a controlled, static 
environment. However, in real clinical scenario, all kinds of 
disturbance such as electronic equipments, metal devices 
can be present, meanwhile the environmental disturbance 
can also be dynamically changing during operation. We are 
interested in understanding and chacterizing the effects of 
metals and interfering electronics on the measurements of 
magnetic tracken, especially in developing ways to 
quantitatively describe these effects by parameters such as 
polynomial coefficients, KD hee cell size etc. 

Further study will also be carried out to facilitate the 
calibration process and develop clinically compatible 
surgical instruments with embedded magnetic tracking 
sensors. 
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